An important line of research on global information management examines the effects of national culture on IT development, operations, management and use. This paper argues that global information management researchers should not lose sight of structural conditions related to business-to-business and business-to-consumer ecommerce activity. Structural conditions are physical, social and economic arrangements that shape e-commerce business models and influence individual and organizational use of the Internet. Examples include geography (which affects the physical distribution of goods purchased online), space (which influences the choice of access technology for e-commerce) and financial infrastructure (which is related to credit card use). Structural conditions differ from country to country-and even from location to location within country, but they are not necessarily related to dimensions of natural culture. Therefore, valid explanations of global differences in e-commerce activity require a careful assessment of relevant structural factors.
INTRODUCTION
IS research interest in the global aspects of IT use is growing, partly owing to the efforts of publications like JGIM. A popular type of study examines the effect of national culture on IT development, operations, management and use (Gallupe and Tan, 1999) , where national culture is frequently understood in terms of Hofstede's (1983 Hofstede's ( , 1991 concepts and operationalizations (Davison, 1996) . This essay reminds the IS community not to neglect the structural conditions (Orlikowski, 1992; Markus and Benjamin, 1997) within which IT use occurs. Structural conditions are physical, social, and economic arrangements that shape ecommerce business models and influence individual and organizational use of the Internet. Examples include geography (which affects the physical distribution of goods purchased online), space (which influences the choice of access technology for e-commerce) and financial infrastructure (which is related to credit card use). Structural conditions differ from country to country-and even from location to location within country, but they are not necessarily related to dimensions of natural culture. Therefore, analysis of cultural differences alone is unlikely to provide a satisfactory explanation of global differences in e-commerce activity. Valid explanations of global differences require a careful assessment of relevant structural, as well as cultural, factors.
To make this point, we examine a few of the structural conditions likely to influence e-commerce activity that are significantly different in various parts of Asia than they are in the US. The next two sections of the paper describe structural condit ions related to business-to-consumer and business -to-business electronic commerce activity. The discussion section identifies implications for future research.
BUSINESS-TO-CONSUMER ELECTRONIC COMMERCE
In this section, we address the adoption of B2C e-commerce by individuals and the development of B2C e-commerce business models by firms.
Structural Factors in Individual B2C e-Commerce Adoption
One structural factor likely to affect IT adoption and e-readiness is the urban-rural distribution of a country's population. People in rural districts generally have lower levels of access to the IT infrastructure necessary to sustain ordering over the Web; long distances may make "delivery to order" difficult, if not impossible. In North America urban dwellers comprise 77% of the population; in Asia as a whole the figure is 37% (United Nations Population Division, 1978) . But within Asia, there are huge differences. The percent urban is 100% in Singapore, 95% in Hong Kong, 81% in South Korea, 78% in Japan, 54% in Malaysia, 30% in China, 27% in India, and 20% in Thailand (http://www.xist.org/global/urban.htm). It is not surprising therefore that the latest Economist Intelligence Unit's survey ranks largely urban countries or territories like Singapore and Hong Kong high on e-readiness while relatively developed countries with a greater proportion of rural population like Taiwan, Japan, and South Korea rank lower (Yang, 2001) . Similarly, A. points out that "while packages in the US can be shipped cross-country in a matter of days…, in China the roads -or lack thereof-mean that, even if B2B e-commerce were to take off, there is no efficient way to deliver products." (The same holds true for B2C.) By contrast, the big cities of Asia-Hong Kong, Singapore, Taipei, Tokyo, Seouldiffer from most western urban areas in another dimension that inhibits the proliferation of B2C e-commerce-the vertical dimension. Most people in Asian cities are housed in high-rise building complexes that are miniature cities. (The Mongkok district of Hong Kong is said to be the most densely populated place on earth.) At the base of residential and office buildings, people have access to public transportation and a myriad of conveniences-restaurants and stores selling food, sundries, entertainment items (reading matter, music, videos), clothing, housewares, furniture, jewelry, and more. People hardly need to travel at all to obtain either the necessities or the luxuries of life. And when they do, the businesses they buy from will usually deliver-a practice made practical by the geographic compactness of many Asian cities. (However, in Hong Kong, businesses refuse to deliver fresh groceries to one's home.)
The homes in which Asian people live are, on average, extremely small by US standards. In Hong Kong the typical government-provided flat is a mere 300 square feet-and that flat may accommodate a family of three generations. Even when family income is sufficient to buy a PC, there is often no place at home to put one. Anyway, for obvious reasons, people don't spend much time in their homes. In Singapore, for example, many families take most of their meals in the public eating houses on the ground floors of their housing estates. As a result of such living arrangements, home PC penetration in parts of Asia is low 1 (Dedrick and Kraemer, 2000) , and Internet use is often more likely to occur in public places than in the home. About half of the people with Internet access in China, for example, log on from Internet cafes (a big business in Beijing!) or other public places-a factor believed likely to dampen prospects for online purchasing (Smith, 2001) .
Even in Singapore, where 44% of the population has access to the Internet, only 16% of Internet users have conducted purchase transactions online (Kuo et. al, 2001 ). In the US, where almost two-thirds have access to the Internet, over 50% have transacted online (Cole, et al, 2001 ). The ease of access to most shopping facilities in compact Asian cities reduces the impact of the convenience afforded by Internet shopping. The lack of prior experience with traditional catalog shopping also makes online catalog shopping an unfamiliar proposition. Martinsons (forthcoming) describes the case of Medcox Lane, a Shanghai -based online retailer: the company was founded in 1996 as one of the first mail order businesses in China.
Other structural dimensions contribute to low levels of online purchasing in Asia. By comparison to the US, credit cards are used much less in Asia (Dedrick and Kraemer, 2000) . In Hong Kong, for example, the generally poor consumer protection regime extends to credit cards: Hong Kong consumers are liable for the entire amount charged to a stolen credit card before it is reported-there is no $50 limit as in the US. (This is also the case in C hina.) In Hong Kong stores that accept credit cards, the buyer is often asked if she will pay by cash-even when the amount far exceeds what most American consumers would carry on their person. Daily cash withdrawal limits on Hong Kong ATMs are HK$20,000 (r oughly US$2,500)-far higher than they are in the US.
Ironically, for many small purchases, Asians are much more likely to use electronic payments than people in the US. Smart card use for public transportation is very widespread in both Hong Kong and Singapore. In Singapore, "Cashcards" are used in all vehicles as part of the country's electronic road pricing scheme where readers mounted on road gantries automatically make deductions from the cash card based on the time of day and traffic flow. The ubiquity of Cashcards for both private and public transportation has led to businesses finding other uses for the card, such as for payment in public parking facilities. Hong Kong is also seeking alternative uses for its Octopus transportation payments card, e.g., for food and sundries in transportationadjacent shopping facilities.
While consumption taxes are increasingly being levied in Asia (Australia and Singapore are two recent examples), electronic purchasing does not confer the same tax advantages that it does in the US. Both Australia and Singapore, for example, collect GST on Internet purchases from abroad over a certain amount, and, within Australia, all electronic purchases are subject to GST (Jordan, 2000) . The costs of shipping to Asia from the US and within Asia are also much higher than within the US. Typically, shipping costs for consumer purchases from the US to Singapore add another 20% to 25% to the purchase cost. In Hong Kong, Internet purchases also have no tax advantages, but for a different reason: there is no sales tax on purchases in retail outlets.
Another important structural dimension is the distribution of education levels across age groups. The developed countries in the West have a more even distribution of education across age groups, while in Asia people 40 and older often did not have the opportunity to pursue tertiary education. In Singapore, for example, the proportion of those above 40 years old with a tertiary education is about 5%, compared to 25% for the developed countries in the West. Hence, when we compare Internet use across age groups between Singapore and the US, we find that, for the 18-24 age group, usage rates are quite similar, around 85% for both countries. However, when we compare the 45-55 age group, usage rates are 14% for Singapore and about 70% for the US (Kuo et. al, 2001; Cole et. al, 2001 ).
In contrast to the adoption of PCs and the Internet, the penetration of mobile technology is much higher in Asia than in the US (Dedrick and Kraemer, 2000) . People on the street, in public transportation, in stores, in places of entertainment, even in classrooms, use mobile devices for interpersonal communication, games, and access to information services such as stock quotes and movie listings. Interestingly, there ar e substantial differences even within Asia as to how these devices are used. In Hong Kong and Singapore, for example, mobile phones ring during every public lecture-even after the usual request for people to turn them off. In Japan, by contrast, people are said to be too polite to offend others by talking on mobile telephones. But the DoCoMo short messaging service is wildly popular there as a way to communicate unobtrusively during long train commutes to work.
Altogether then, there are very different structural conditions surrounding individual business-to-consumer e-commerce adoption in Asia than in the US. In the US, many people both live and work far from convenient shopping. They have convenient access to PCs both at home and at work, where they can browse electronic catalogs, order using credit cards, and get a tax advantage for doing so. The average education level is higher. Not surprisingly, many people order and pay for everything from books and groceries to computer equipment electronically.
In rural Asia, the barriers to individual e-commerce adoption are great. In Asian cities, many people both live and work close to convenient shopping. While they may not have convenient access to a PC or to the Internet in either location, they may be quite willing and able to use mobile devices for ordering goods and services. They may have a strong preference for paying in cash and would receive no tax advantage from ordering electronically. A large proportion of the population 40 years of age or older are relatively less educated and are also less exposed to information technology. Not surprisingly, relatively few people purchase online, but use of mobile electronic information services has great potential.
B2C e-Commerce Business Models
Successful Asian B2C e-commerce business models look very different than that of Amazon.com. For example, Japan's Internet bookstore e-Shopping!Books allows people to pick up their online purchases at Seven-Eleven stores, and some 75% of them do (The Economist, 2000) . 7Dream.com -Seven-Eleven Japan's own ecommerce venture-involves Internet-based ordering from in-store multimedia terminals that are capable of producing custom music MiniDiscs, printed digital photos, and concert tickets (Williams, 2000) .
As another example, the Bank of East Asia (BEA), a Hong Kong based leader in consumer electronic banking, found it necessary to develop 7 different technology platforms-in addition to traditional ATMs-to address the structural conditions found in Hong Kong and China (Hui, 2000) .
• Cyberbanking. Cyberbanking is an online banking service, accessible by PCs and an Internet connection.
• Telephone banking. Telephone banking has been widely accepted in Hong Kong since it was first introduced in 1989. BEA's fully automated voice respons e system is integrated with its call center.
• Mobile phone banking. With one of the highest mobile phone penetration rates in the world, mobile banking is a promising service, and BEA offers access through two major telecommunications operators (PCCW and Hutchison Telecom).
• In-bank kiosks. BEA was the first bank in HK to launch kiosks for banking transactions; the touch-screen device is located in branches and other high traffic locations.
• PowerPhones. PowerPhones are multimedia payphones located in subway and train stations, at the airport, and in shopping malls. In addition to payphone service, they provide free access to the Bank's websites and electronic banking services.
• "Web TV" banking. iCare Internet-on-TV requires a set-top box for home access to e-banking services.
• Cyber Active Transaction Stations. These Internet-enabled kiosks, which provide direct access to the Bank's websites, are being pilot tested in two 24 hour convenience stores.
In Internet-savvy Hong Kong, this proliferation of bankin g platforms seems costly and unnecessary. However, the bank plans to expand in China, where PC ownership and personal Internet access are much lower than in Hong Kong. For tapping the China market, mobile phones, kiosks, webTV and CATS terminals are likely to be better e-banking platforms, at least in the short term.
One of these platforms is "Cyberbanking" using PC-based Internet access (http://www.hkbea-cyberbanking.com/index.htm). Many of BEA's Cyberbanking services are familiar to customers in North America and Europe, e.g., balance inquiry, securities trading, bill payment, funds transfer. But some of BEA's online services are more advanced than those available elsewhere. In the US, for example, e-banking customers cannot directly transfer funds to another unrelated person's account or into their own accounts in other financial institutions. BEA's customers can do so, in multiple currencies. This feature fits Hong Kong's small geographic size and mobile, international population and reflects the relatively high concentration of banks in Honk Kong compared to the US.
Two other BEA Cyberbanking services deserve mention. One is online loan application and approval. BEA claims a fully automated online application, qualification and approval service for personal loans. All loan processing is done automatically from the customer's online input; customers are only required to enter a branch and sign forms in person after the loan has been approved. BEA has been gratified by customer acceptance of online lending. In contrast to the often-cited preference of Chinese people to do business in person, it appears that they prefer the face-saving aspects of applying (and learning whether they qualify) for loans anonymously.
It is also possible to be qualified and approved for mortgage loans online at BEA. Again, the Bank claims that processing is fully automatic: human intervention is required only when loan documents are signed at the branch. An interesting twist is that customers can also get property valuations online and at no charge via the Bank's partnership with www.house18.com . House18 maintains a database of a large number of residential properties in Hong Kong. The consumer can type in the address of a property one wishes to buy and receive a valuation that the Bank will accept as the basis for a mortgage loan. Various calculators enable the consumer to estimate payments on mortgages of various terms; it's a sim ple step to applying for the mortgage loan. House18 also supports a consumer's "dream house search" -identification of listed properties meeting various requirements. Other features provide advice and directory listings in such matters as decoration and re movals. All in all, BEA provides its customers with a complete real estate package -everything from finding the right property to closing the loan. This capability suits the bank's Hong Kong clientele, for whom real estate is a favorite investment vehicle.
In short, just as structural conditions in Asia promote very different patterns of consumer e-commerce behavior than in the US, structural conditions in Asia promote very different B2C business models. While cultural factors undoubtedly play a role in these e-commerce activity patterns, structural factors also exert independent influences on the observed behavior. The next section examines structural conditions in the context of business-to-business electronic commerce.
BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS ELECTRONIC COMMERCE
In the realm of business-to-business electronic commerce also, notable structural differences exist between Asia and North America. They include the disproportionate contribution of direct goods to final products (80% versus 60% in the US), relative ly inefficient and fragmented supply chains, smaller domestic markets, and less developed infrastructure for electronic commerce (Dhawan et al, 2000) . Each of these structural differences has a significant influence on the patterns of B2B e -commerce emerging in Asia.
B2B E-commerce Business Models-Asian e-Marketplaces
Consider e-markeplaces. Many of the more successful Asian B2B e-marketplaces deal in direct goods (that is, primary raw materials), whereas many US e-marketplaces deal in indirect goods (such as office supplies, lubricants, and travel services). Direct goods often pose greater challenges in product specification and cataloging than indirect materials, and e-marketplace operators necessarily develop capabilities in this domain. The potential benefits e-marketplaces-increased supply chain efficiency through reducing the number of intermediaries or through informating the supply chain -are greater in Asia than in the West, where there are already fewer intermediaries and more efficient supply chains. Many Asian e -marketplaces target Asian MNCs and large buyers from the West and seek to link them with smaller Asian suppliers. Finally, the lack of supporting infrastructure in much of Asia means that e-marketplaces have to provide numerous complementary services in the areas of logistics, payments, assurance, and credit checks for a successful launch.
These differences are well illustrated by an industry important in both localesnonferrous metals (e.g., aluminum and copper) (Hempel and Kwong, 2001) . In this industry, key structural characteristics plausibly related to e-commerce business models and e-business adoption differ sharply in China and the US-industry consolidation/fragmentation, spot vs. systematic sourcing patterns, and e-commerce infrastructure.
Industry concentration is an important structural condition likely related to ecommerce activity, because fragmentation (of buyers, suppliers, or both) is believed to promote the formation of electronic marketplaces and exchanges (Kaplan and Sawhney, 1999) . In the US, the 10 largest companies account for 70% of aluminum extrusion production. In China, the 10 largest companies produce only 30%; about 600 small companies account for roughly half of all production. Therefore, one would expect that electronic marketplaces would be more successful in the highly fragmented Chinese nonferrous metals industry than in the US, where the industry is quite concentrated.
Industry sourcing patterns-systematic versus spot-are also plausibly related to ecommerce activity, since widespread use of spot purchasing is believe favorable to the use of electronic exchanges (Kaplan and Sawhney, 1999) . In the US, systematic sourcing of nonferrous metals predominates, whereas spot purchasing is more common in China. Aga in, one would expect electronic marketplaces to be more successful in China.
However, while both industry fragmentation and spot sourcing patterns favor emarketplace activity, the quality of e-commerce infrastructure does not. The quality of the e-business infrastructure differs greatly between China and the US in a direction that bodes ill for the use of electronic marketplaces in China. For example, China lacks a well-functioning electronic payment system (Silwa, 2001) . Most business funds transfers involve currency: business checks are uncommon, and use of credit cards is considered an unsound practice. Business interruption insurance is unknown; banks do not provide escrow services to facilitate large transactions; and inventory financing is unavailable (that is, banks do not accept warehouse receipts as collateral for business loans). Chinese businesses have been quite loath to adopt ERP systems and other technologies that formalize and routinize business practices (Martinsons and Hempel, 1995; Silwa, 2000) . And Chinese managers are relatively unversed in some modern business practices, such as the use of hedging in the metals industry. These factors would lead one to expect that electronic marketplaces would be much less successful in the Chinese nonferrous metals industry than in the US.
These differences in structural conditions mean that a successful, electronic marketplace for the nonferrous metals industry in China would have to undertake the development of infrastructure that its US counterparts could take for granted. And, indeed, this pattern of activity can be observed in i-Metal.com, a wholly-owned subsidiary of Global Applied Technologies Holdings (GAT-China's largest aluminum extruder and fabricator, headquartered in Hong Kong), founded in 2000 to operate an exchange for nonferrous metals industry (Hempel and Kwong, 2001; Lincoln, 2000; Trepp, 2000) .
i-Metal.com provides members a full range of commercial services (some still under construction), including industry news and market information, online futures trading via the Shanghai Futures exchange, online spot trading of primary and scrap metal, catalog and quotation model purchasing and ancillary services such as transportation and payment. Today, i-Metal.com is well on its way to success. The exchange has over 100 member companies, and trades worth over 1B renminbi (US$120M) have been conducted through the site. But getting there has been challenging. i-Metal.com had to partner with three leading Chinese financial institutions to overcome the barriers to e-commerce in Chinese financial services industry:
• i-Metal.com partnered with a leading bank to develop a web-based payment system and to implement procedures for freezing funds (to emulate escrow arrangements-a service not offered by Chinese banks). The company is also working with banks to introduce more flexible inventory financing.
• i-Metal.com worked with a leading futures brokerage to enable electronic funds transfers to brokerage accounts for online futures trading.
• i-Metal.com worked with the Shanghai futures exchange to develop new business practices that would ensure that buyers and sellers would honor their online transactions despite the high price volatility that gives them an incentive to renege.
• i-Metal.com worked with warehousing and transportation companies to support critical services ancillary to the online purchasing of physical metals.
• i-Metal is working with China Telecom to introduce the use of digital certificates.
The point of this example is that there are important aspects of cross-cultural B2B ecommerce activity (both in business model creation and in the adoption or success of these business models) than one cannot understand solely through cultural comparisons. Existence of a supportive banking infrastructure and comfort with credit financing are relevant factors that are not captured in measures of national culture. Like i-Metal.com, many Asian e-marketplaces have had to partner extensively in order to assemble the requisite level of supporting infrastructure. Even within a specific area of service, such as logistics or financing, the e-marketplace may have to forge multiple partnerships in order to obtain pan-Asian coverage, and the required degree of functionality. By contrast, in the US, many e-marketplaces can take the existence of a supportive infrastructure for granted and devote greater attention to attracting buyers and sellers. The likely consequences for e-marketplace success are clear.
Other Structural Factors in B2B e-Commerce Activity
Another two important structural dimensions of the Asian business context are language and family businesses. Billboards (advertising IS consulting services) in the Hong Kong airport and elsewhere in Asia point out that by the year 2007, Chinese will be the #1 language of the Web. But which Chinese? Although there are many spoken Chinese dialects, there is only one written Chinese language -or, there was only one, until Mao introduced a "simplified" Chinese character set to increase peasant literacy. By now, the two written languages have diverged to such an extent that many overseas Chinese (e.g., Hong Kongers, Taiwanese) who have learned the traditional written language frequently have to guess the meaning of simplified Chinese. Some 20 years ago, Singapore began teaching simplified Chinese in schools-as part of the country's strategy for building relations with China. In the process, something of a literacy gap has developed between younger and older generations. Clearly, then, the language of an e-business website is a plausible structural factor in its success. (i-Metal.com, the e-marketplace described earlier, supports business in traditional Chinese, simplified Chinese and English.)
Another small, but interesting, structural factor related to language concerns the structure of people's names. Whereas western names are given first, middle, last, Chinese names are given last, first middle, and Vietnamese immigration documents require names to be reported last, middle, first. To add to the confusion, when Hong Kong people have both Western and Chinese given names, the names are listed in the following order: [western first name] [Chinese last name] [Chinese first names]. Not surprisingly, customer service workers often have great difficulty parsing names-a factor important in their ability to successfully use software developed in the West .
Other, more important, structural factors include the role of family business in Asia, which interacts with the important cultural concepts of guanxi (or quanzi, loos ely "connections") (MJ Chen, 2000; Hempel and Chang, 2000) . Family businesses account for a large proportion of businesses in Asia. In Hong Kong and Singapore for example, considerably more than 90% of businesses have fewer than 100 employees. Asian family businesses differ systematically from the typical mature Western business. For example, Hempel and Chang's (2000) summary of overseas Chinese business characteristics includes:
• Simple organizational structures • Growth by opportunistic expansion • A high degree of strategic adaptability • Centralized decision making, usually by the founder or his immediate family • Very few written guidelines and formal control measures • Low trust in subordinates Family businesses tend to be slow in adopting sophisticated information technology, so that B2B e-commerce has not reached many of these companies. The reliance on guanxi also means that there may be a high level of discomfort with the often anonymous or arms-length nature of some types of B2B activity. Similarly, Berger and Lester (1997) note that most business financing in Hong Kong comes from relatives and family connections-a factor that places important constraints on patterns of investment and technological innovation.
A final important structural difference concerns national policies that may promote or inhibit business-to-business e-commerce. China's attempts to regulate Internet content are well known (A. ). And differences in national policy regimes have been credited with the greater early success of e lectronic custom and trade declarations in Singapore than in Hong Kong (Damsgaard and Lyytinen, 1997) .
In short, as is the case with B2C e-commerce, structural conditions in Asia lead to significantly different B2B e-commerce business models and patterns of e-commerce activity than can be found in the US. Cultural factors certainly play a role in these outcomes, but they cannot provide as satisfactory an explanation alone as they can in combination with structural conditions.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The examples presented above suggest that global e-commerce activity is strongly shaped by structural conditions-physical, social, and economic factors-in addition to the dimensions of national culture. Examples of key structural conditions are:
• Financial inf rastructure (e.g., electronic payment systems, credit financing)
• Legal and regulatory infrastructures (e.g., consumer protection legislation, taxation) • National policies about promoting or regulating Internet usage and e-commerce • Space and logistics (e.g., home size, distance to shopping, transportation, warehousing)
• Telecommunications infrastructure and prices; IT penetration; types of IT use (e.g., PC versus mobile) • Local business practices (e.g., purchasing, payment, financing) • Language and education • Firm size, structure and control systems • Industry concentration These structural conditions vary from country to country and even within country 2 . They are not fully captured in measures of national culture (Hofestede, 1983 (Hofestede, , 1991 , and they may not co-vary with measures of national culture. In other words, while the cultural orientations of people in Beijing and Singapore might be similar, the structural conditions in these two locales differ considerably-and so does electronic commerce activity. Therefore, while Hofstede's cultural measures capture to some extent the differences between eastern and western business practices (Davison, 1996) , they do not provide adequate insight into how (in what ways and the processes by which) and why e-commerce activity differs in various parts of the world. For that one also needs an understanding of structural factors.
Just how important it is to look beyond broad characterizations of national culture is amply demonstrated by a study of organizational control practices in Chinese joint ventures: Robins and Zhiang (2000) found significant differences between SinoAmerican and Sino-Japanese joint ventures, indicating that the multinational parent, not just the local culture, is an important explanatory factor.
The conclusion is that national cultural alone does not make a satisfying explanation of e-commerce activity. Further, an accurate understanding of cross-country (and cross-location within countries) electronic commerce behavior requires careful attention to local structural factors. These observations have several implications for future global information management research.
First, the line of argument presented in this paper suggests the value of systematic research on the relationship between structural factors and various measures of ecommerce activity. Further, one wants to know to what extent do structural factors exert an effect independent of cultural dimensions on e-commerce activity. One type of study addressing such issues would be a multivariate analysis of individual ecommerce purchasing behavior in different locales with average home size, home Internet access, credit card penetration rates, taxation benefits and cultural dimensions as dependent variables. Another would be a quasi-experimental design in which locales are selected for cultural homogeneity but variation on structural factorshypotheses about effects of structural factors would be tested by pattern matching.
Second, an exciting direction for future research is the relationship between ce rtain structural conditions and cultural dimensions. For example, to what extent do local business practices and control systems reflect cultural values; to what extent are they independent of cultural values?
In short, structural conditions have important and understudied influences on global ecommerce activity; the study of structural conditions can complement research on cultural factors. Systematic empirical investigation is needed to address this promising line of global information management research.
Endnotes
1 However, this is not the case in Singapore and Hong Kong. In China, there are vast differences in structural conditions important for e-commerce (e.g., telecommunications access, banking services) between the Southern and Eastern coastal regions and the Northern and Western interior regions.
